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REQUIREMENTS AND REQUISITES FOR EFFECTIVE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION .- ._ .*

Although economic and social programming, i.e. the formulation .of

a development plan, is a difficult task in itself, plan, execution -or ■,-■

implementation is far more complicated. The best plan,is "bound .to fail

if it is badly implemented. The planning history of developing countries

is strewn with such failures.-' This is mainly due to the unfortunate

attitude-prevalent among most planners to separate the plan formulation

stage from the plan implementation stage. All too often planners over

look 'that the development planning process has to be understood-'as an

interdependent, interdisciplinary and continuous process which involves

'five consecutive phases or stages of work:

(1) Diagnosis or information phase;

(2) Elaboration of the development strategy and fixing of general

objectives;

-(3) Formulation of the development plan, i.e. development pro- , ,

gramming stricto sensu; - . ...

(4) ■ Implementation of the plan;

(5) Ex post evaluation of the development plan.

■ Considering the nature of this Conference, it is obvious that,t . __

"planning", viewed as a process cannot leave off where plan formulation ,

ends, but has necessarily to include the implementation stage. It is.. ..

only conceptually that we can distinguish between these two stages.

■Therefore* the execution of a plan cannot be designed as a separate,

.working-stage after a, national plan is drawn up, but has to be integrated

into the planning process itself. There is no doubt, however, that - for

various well-known reasons - the implementation stage is one of'the

most (if not the most) difficult stages of development planning.

\]> Some good examples are listed in Albert Waterston, Development-Planning!

Lessons of Experience-- Baltimore 1965-
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Since the implementation of development plans in Africa is still in

the formative stage, it seems suitable - before the implementation methods

and techniques begin to be inadequately frozen - to list in a succinct

and normative manner the most important principles and criteria for effec

tive plan implementation.. In general, the "implementability" of a develop

ment plan is assured if the following criteria are met-

1 - General Criteria of Effectiveness

(a) The criterion of full specification of the major targets implies

that the targets for the different sectors listed in the plan are fully spe

cified in both physical (real) and financial (monetary) terms. This renders

possible a detailed breakdown of -;he targets and to identify the responsi

bilities of the major implementation units for the realization of specific

targets. This criterion also implies that the targets should be stated

in current and capital terms, although it is not always easy to distinguish

sharply between current and-developmental outlays,

(b) A corollative criterion of the preceding one implies that the

proposed plan activities (both at the overall and project level), by means

of which the plan targets are to bo achieved.; must be fully specified. There

by it is necessary that these activities be classified according to whether

the principal responsibility of execution will be assigned to the public or

the private sector. If the activities are to be carried out by the public

sector, then it is essential- that i'or efficient implementation managerial

1/
considerations and requirements arc also introduced in budgeting.—7

\J What is meant here is the necessity of a more extensive use of "pro
gramme and performance budgeting" in plan implementation. "In programme

budgeting, the principal emphasis is on a budget classification in which

functions, programmes and their sub-divisions are established for each

agency5 and these are.related to accurate and meaningful financial data.

Performance budgeting involves the development of more refined manage

ment tools, such as unit costs, work measurement, and performance

standards. Of course, the measurement of work, both in a physical and

financial sense, presumes an already formulated set of work units which

can be derived only when programmes and their rub-divisions are first

established, In this sense, performance budgeting is an all-inclusive

concept embodying programme formulation as well as measurement of the

. performance of work in the accomplishment of programme objectives."

United Nations, A Manual for Programme and Performance Budgeting. New

York, 1965, page 3 (Sales No, 66.XVI7T7".
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(c) Another corollative criterion is the time-phasing of the plan

activities. This means that, during the implementation stage, the executive

units should follow the time-phased indication for allocation of physical,

financial and human resources. NqV having considered the sequential opera

tions and temporal interdependences of development programmes or pro

jects has all too often delayed and/or impaired the successful implementation

of these activities. This timing element shows pertinently how inseparably

intertwined the stages of plan formulation and implementationJare. "In- order

to make more extensive use of the time dimension, special'operational

techniques such as PERT and CPtf should and can be applied to development

1/ ■ ■. "
planning.—

1'. ' .

(d) The criterion of conformity between ends and means implies that

the development policy instruments should be adequately chosen so that the

2/
attainment of the proposed targets will be assured.— It is not possible

in this rather short paper to evolve an all-comprehensive operational '

criterion of conformity which can be applied to all conceivable types-of

development policies.. Such policies are far too many; on the other hand,

any particular development policy has to be formulated and -implemented with

due consideration to the given ad hoc situation of a specific developing

country. Development policy consists of general measures such as pro'motion,

direction and prohibition policies and, on the other hand, of more specific

measure's as are financial and monetary policies as'well'as policies

j/ There is a growing literature on PERT (Programme Evaluation and Review

Technique) and CPK (Critical Path Method). A particularly .interesting

application of these techniques especially to the ".implementation gap"

is given in a paper by Max F- Millikan, Comments.on Methods for Report

ing and Evaluating Progress under Plan Implementation. Addendum. United

Nations, Committee for Development Planning. Second Session. Santiago

. de Chile. ■ S/AC. 54/L.i8/Add.1 , 24 March 1967* ....

2/ This criterion is similar to the one listed above under (b). However,
' here we are hot concerned with plan activities but with the important

question whether a particular development policy is adequately formulated

and then operationalized in form" of'specific measures (or "instruments",
according to the terminology of Tinbergen), so that the planned

targets can be attained.
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for saving, investment,1 education, infrastructure, etc. This enumeration

is only to indicate the complexity of development policies; there is no

need to mention the unavoidable difficulties involved because all these

policies are more or less interwoven-—

(e) The..criterion of compatibility of different development, policies is

fulfilled.when these policies are chosen and implemented so that their

direct effects are not contradictory but complementary* As of todate,

however, there is no development plan that fully conforms to the criterion

of compatibility although attempts in this direction are discernible in quite

a few of the latest development plans. The main difficulty arises from the

fact that it becomes very difficult to programme and to prognose not only

the direct but also the-indirect (i'.'e. the secondary's tertiary, etc.) effects.

■ -.. . (f) The criterion of flexibility is met when the planning authorities

do not adhere rigidly to the development goals and objectives, but are

flexible enough to adjust to the changing needs and demands of the economy.

In many .cases it is not sufficient to .maintain the original plan objectives

and development policies and to make minor corrections. On the contrary, .

completely new policies have to be formulated, which will differ from the

original ones all the more the tiitiiation has changed. This adaptation of

development policies to the resi:9c-."ive reciv./.i-or-.-r.i;;? should not- be done: in

a mechanical way; efficient.plan implementation requires a built-in

The difficulties are primarily due to the fact that by formulating a

development, policy one has. to keep in-mind nan? constraints and boundary

conditions which makes it. often necessary to envisage supplementary

policy measures. This means e.g., that the behaviour of the various

economic units has to be influenced -in such a way that rwith the aid

of these modifications, the plan.targets can be realized. A high

. savings/investment ratio e.g-> cannot be achieved unless adequate -

■.incentives .and motivation is provided to the private and the public

sector units.of the.economy,.which is basically a function of an

appropriate allocation policy, fiscal and monetary policy.
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flexibility.—' It goes without saying that the degree of efficiency

of these corrections depends upon the co-ordination of the annual

"budget and the annual plan.

Apart from the above-mentioned criteria which deal with the implementa

tion measures exclusively, a second set of criteria needs to be discussed

which are more institutional in character.

(g) It is obvious that effective plan implementation can take place

only if the very general criterion of institutional resonance and operation

al ity is also kept in view. In the narrow sense this criterion requires that

2/
the central planning office is endowed with capable personnel— and. is

organized institutionally in such a way as to make possible the timely

performance of development tasks. In a broader sense this institutional

criterion requires an efficient public administration as well as properly

operating private organizations involved in the implementation of policies

and targets which the planning process calls for. There is no need to

enumerate the well-known reasons which call for the crucial role of public

administration.in plan implementation; nor is it necessary to list the

manifold shortcomings in this field which are mainly due to the fact that

the implementation stage imposes on the public administration many

J/ It is sometimes argued that changes in the plan targets- or development

policies during the course of a plan period would result in the popu

lation of a country losing its confidence in the development plan.

Therefore, according to this argument, it would be better to maintain
the original form and contents of the plan or, if inevitable corrections

have to be made, they should not be publicized, lest the confidence of

the people be affected. I believe, this is a most unfortunate and irre

sponsible attitude because it favours the development of a "plan myth"
thus leading to a situation where the people develop the fatalistic be

lief that the mere existence of a plan would automatically force economic

progress without any efforts to be made. The publishing of plan amend

ments would have the advantage of frankly explaining to the people why

certain targets could not be realized and at the same time convey an

idea of the necessary efforts.

2/ "Capable" is to be understood not only in terms of know-how (economic,
technical, etc.), tut also implies the general understanding of the na

ture of development problems and sound sense of intuition and common

sense.
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unfamiliar tasks which partake of the attributes of managerial and-

entrepreneurial functions A* ■ -■-

(h) An important institutional aspect of the planning machinery is

dealt with by the criterion of authority-delegation.. Since development

policies and activities cannot be performed by a single omniscient super-

organization, these functions are delegated hierarchically in terms-of

functional or geographical responsibility- The decision how and what to

centralize or decentralize in the implementation process determines to a

■ large extent its effectiveness. In general, however, one can say that

"excessive centralization may in i;he end put the brake on the development

process, whereas too much decentralization may result in loss of guidance,

if not total chaos" .—/ Therefore, the decision cannot be a question of

either centralization _o_r decentralization because both forms of organization

are needed- Although^the "adequate1* relationship between these two

opposite, aspects of authority-delegation depends ultimately on the degree of

economic development, the economic structure (e.g. the proportion between

public and private sectors) and political determinants, it would be a good

policy (even for public programmes) to decentralize the implementation

function, whenever possible, from the national to the 'State level, provincial

and local level. It is self-evident that the criterion of authority-

delegation is implying the full 'specification of the task which the lower

units should perform. It is only-when the lower execution unit is. missing

or not functioning properly that the Higher unit should assume responsibility,

J/ As further obstacles to an efficient plan implementation in some
developing countries ahotild be mentioned the bureaucratization

and corruption in the public administration,- the political

instability and sometimes even the fact that the politicians and

decision-makers who are responsible for the formulation and

implementation, of a plan have only.a lip-sympathy for social and

economic justice and are net really committed to a plan.

Zl Economic Bulletin for Asia and the Far East, Vol. XVII ^ No. 3,
December ^^CS page 42O ....
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(i) The criterion of communication is met when there is sufficient

and adequate information (and not only in one-way direction) between, the

different units involved in plan implementation, viz. the planning bureau

and, on the other hand, the public sector (ministries, State enterprises,

public corporations, research institutes, etc.), and the private sector

(enterprises, consulting firms, professional organizations, trade unions,

etc.). .The kind of information and communication channels required

naturally depends on the specific development policy and'activity.' The

effectiveness and success of this feed-back process of communication depends

to a great extent on the 'simplicity and distinctness with which the plan

document lays down and specifies the different stages of-the'implementation

process. Specially .the relationship between the executive and the project

leaders and, on the other hand, the population should be specified so that

the areas and paths of implementation and competence are fully understood

and appreciated. . ■ -

(j) The information required in the above-mentioned criterion of

communication is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for effective

plan implementation. Here comes in the criterion of active participation.

The successful implementation of a plan should not, and cannot, be the

responsibility of only the thin upper crest of esoteric technocrats; it

should instead call for an active participation of not only the public

agencies but also of the other important elements of the society, such as

private individuals and organizations both regional and local, co-operatives,

trade unions,- etc.—' (Besides, such participation can also be regarded as

a step forward towards greater political democracy). How to mobilize ihe

people cannot be generalized in the form of a model, for:tradition, culture

and mentality of no two developing countries are similar. Especially the

private and community participation.should not be judged merely by the

existence of an organization that neatly fits into an organization chart.

What is really wanted, is a genuine and not a' ritualistic (facade) parti-

cipation. However, active participation of the people will be forthcoming

J/ It might be pointed out that in the phase of plan implementation some
developing countries have, successfully made use of the services of

special committees, consulting firms and research institutes. .
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only when a plan document, is formulated and implemented so as to reflect

-the collective will and desire of the community as a whole, which will

bring.out the necessary.sacrifices and the "critical minimum effort"

needed. ■.-.:.- . ; - ■ • ' ■ • ■•.'■'

(k) A realistic and efficient plan implementation must satisfy the

criterion .of co-ordination. The central planning bureau seems to be the

appropriate.organization where the progress in implementation is -registered

and where corrective measures can.be taken.. In-order to do so, the

planning bureau must have the necessary institutional powers1 and the

'prestige to reconcile the various conflicting situations,1 problems and' ..

interests that arise in implementation, so as to assure effective co- .'

.. . 1/ ■ - ■' '"'''"'
ordination.— This co-ordination at the highest' level is all the more

important because the implementation of the plan generally is 'done at the

sectoral.and the project levels by the special ministries concerned, the

public, development.corporations and, or course, the private sector. The

.task of co-ordination by the central planning bureau-would be considerably

easier if .the "planning units" within ministries and public arid private

corporations maintained constant and continuous contact with the planning

bureau.

As to the argument sometimes brought forward that the function of

.plan formulation is incompatible with the executive responsiblity in plan

-implementation, it is the author's strong conviction that the sake of ''

effectiveness these functions should by no means be separated from one

another. Finally, there, is a third group of criteria which 3:Ee related to

-the evaluation o'f the observed plan ■ performances. This planning stage is

of utmost importance because only critical evaluation makes possible to

Judge whether the development plan was well conceived and above all ■'

.successfully implemented-. In cases of failure, the causes can be determined

only "by critical evaluation .which enables the decision-makers and planners

J/ The mere- organizational -structure' or form of the plan bureau is not

that, important, but it is 'essential that it mee'ts" the above criterion-

For co-ordination to be effective at the highest level, the plan bureau

should be given a very high status, i.e., it should preferably be

established within the Prime Minister's or the President's secretariat.
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to,.make the necessary adjustments by matching the chosen targets to. the

respective events. This .stage of;development planning'includes the ■

following .criteria: ■ ■ .. ;- .

.::."■*. i^(-l)" It is obvious-(although :not common practice) that the1 evaluation

r= work-'should-meet the criterion-of -objectivity. This criterion calls for

.'r».;£ifot a'subjective, but '!a's " objective an evaluation as possible. It should

alta'c^encompass an important institutional aspect. It has-been argued that

'-"■■' '-no specialbody should be created for the evaluation "task but that this

should be left to the planning bureau because the non-initiated are supposed

not. vtoirbe. [in _a, ppsition to..analyse and pass judgment<on.the very complex,

. ,,..interd^ependent, problems of ..economic, programming -and- implementation.- . On the

contrary-, it .has. been maintained that institutionalized evaluation,- i.e.

outside the .central..planning agency,-, is imperative for- the reason that,

human, nature, .being what.it,is,, planners, may, not always be capable of ■

■taking^ a fully objective, view of their--own^ failures.. rAs a compromise and

a..feasible, .solution it is suggested^ here-that, evaluation may be left- in

thands of,, ar permanent body; which,-, however,, should be integrated into, the

exis/tingj planning agency.-/.,-. , . .. -t

■'-"-■(m) -'The criterion of- periodicity' implies that the central planning

'agency1 should" evaluate the'plan^ activities'(projects, programmes and '

overall1 performances) on a quarterly, 'semi-annual and. annual "basis. 'Only-then

wtil*'it be possible to take" appropriate and realistic corrective measures

for* the-immedi'ately follovringrahnual plan.

■n 1 {-.■ -.-„.■■•'. ". ~ ■ ■ ■' .."...
(n) = In order t'o objectively measure the results of the development

progress, the evaluation criteria must be relevant to the plan targets.
.f *■. ... ■■ ■ - '<■•■ " -\- . ' ,:.•■:...;

This basic requirement of effective evaluation is called the criterion of

target conformitvn Just as in the case with formulation of the .plan targets,

the targets for fulfilling the criterion of target conformity should not be

,rjl>/,ii^or"-certain tasks it. is -certainly possible to visualize one,and the
,same person :in the planning and implementation agencies.— This corapro-

«r'' -mise.-mifghtany way be necessry in many developing countries in order to

the shortage, of .trained personnel-.- ■ , .. ■ .
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too vague and general in character. The more precise and accurate the

formulation of the development' goals' and the plan targe't's is, the more'

exact and realistic the-evaluation criteria can be specified and"* the" ^

adequate measuring instruments be chosen, In practicejJhoweve'ri ii!;t^is '

sometimes conceivable to follow., the procedure of successive .'approximation.

Thereby either the general pl&n formulation or .the complicated -^setting of

targets can be broken down into sub-targets and then the - results,be measured*

Not only the .plan targets themselves, -but also the various, development,

policies must be evaluated in order to ascertain whe.ther they 'ver^e-.-appropriate

to realize the chosen targets. . , . , . . r ..-■*., : ■" • .' bljo:<

(o) As the purpose'of measurement "in •eva'luati'on"'is to Eliminate"1"

subjectivity in judgment, 'the measuring instruments" should1 bwn: the 'following

two qualities. The pririciple'o.f -validity indicates that ;there 'is agreement

between the measuring instrument and' the chosen evaluation- criterion.'>J In

some cases, the criterion and'the method of measuring if are" s'o: "closely

identical that the measuring instrument registers''accurately''the object's

state or performance against the criterion to which it rrel'ates'.~^ More'

often than not, the criterion dees not indicate very clearly'its appropriate

measure so that the measuring instrument does not measure1 wnat it'is^jX '
2/

supposed to.-r^, It is obvious, that in the, field of-, sociology, an objective

measurement is rather more, difficult than, in , the field-of,economics.,iTfor

the simple reason that the behaviour, of -.human, beings is-essentiallyi;a..v-.'

subjective phenomenon However5 if quantitative measurement and evaluation

are not feasible, one should still not refrain froia-naking-a qualitative

evaluation. The other required quality is known as reliability,.which

means that the measuring instrument must; be dependable, i.e., it must give

the same results each time the saue object or activity is measured.

J/ For instance: rice production^ per capita income, ability*to sign one's

name, etc. " ' " "-.fc '. -- *-* "*v " "r •■-'■;i

2/ In a community development project for instance, the criterion for
measuring increases in the agricultural production per acre" couId~"Be~

through measuring the increases" in the use-of fertilizers :an"d agricultural

machinery etc. However, this is not ari'-unambiguous 'and,objective

measurement, since the original causes may be found 'elsewhere, as for

instance in adult education^ 'which shows -the farmers how't'o1 attain more

and better results.
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(p) Whenever possible, the evaluation of projects and programmes

should incorporate the criterion of economic efficiency and profitability.

.This means that we should choose projects which show the least cost for

a given output, or a maximum output for a given constellation "of costs.

■ -This type.of selection is possible only with purely techno-economic projects,

but is difficult when applied to-'social projects. It has not yet been

possible to evolve an operationally feasible criterion which can- evaluate

.and suggest, the returns or the profitability of social projects.

r ■ • (q) During the process of economic development sometimes situations

arise where ./the .changes or progress envisaged takes place not'because of

the'plan, but owing to outside causes and influences, These'are no doubt

-■welcome, but the difficulty arises in evaluating such non-plan causes and

influences. Here comes in the criterion of imputation. There is not too

much .difficulty in evaluating economic and technical progress because this

is measurable. The difficulty, however, arises when social programmes and

projects are to be evaluated and measured." Such ah evaluation can be done

by using the method of comparing the control group with the e'xperi'mental

group. The latter is represented by the population which is directly

affected by the social programme, end the control group by the population

which is not exposed to the plan, programme,, By comparing the. results

obtained with, both groups, the changes caused by the development programme

can be verified in quantitative, or, if this is not possible, in-qualitative

terms. However, care should be taken that both groups, are•hocogeneous in

nature (matching). Furthermore, the same criteria and measuring instruments

should be used for both groups. . -,*-..

(r) Experience has shown that so far the criterion of comprehensiveness

has not yet been considered in evaluation. Evaluation work has been rather

.restricted to social programmes and to specific economic and community

development projects. Progress reports, in spite of their usefulness, do not

meet the criterion of comprehensiveness because they only answer the "what?"

and "how much?". A genuine and comprehensive evaluation"of the plan" '

progress should- reveal both the internal relationship as well as the direct

and indirect causes and consequences of the observed changes. Mo'r'e important
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than merely asking "what?" is to observe the causal factors and to ask

"why?". This shows that-comprehensive evaluationfof' the implementation

process is interdisciplinary in character* Evaluation work can be successful

only if economists, agronomists, political scientists, statisticians,

sociologist, demographers, engineers, doctors, geographers, anthropologists,

etc.. Collaborate across the traditional disciplinary frontiers.

(0) Finally should be mentioned two special and interesting aspects of

the evaluation stage, which are essentially qualitative in character. The

development plan is no end in itself, but a means to improve the standard of

living. This makes it obligatory to incorporate opinion polls as an element

of the evaluation work. This will enable the economists and the policy

makers to determine how far the development goals are compatible with the

actual needs and aspirations of the people. This will also determine the

extent to which the people's wishes have been considered while formulating

and implementing the development plan. In addition, opinion polls can give

important clues regarding the choice and location of projects and programmes

to satisfy the felt needs of groups of people. It will also enable us to

locate the idle human resources and to determine where the people could

participate more actively in the development processo

The second aspect refers to the efficiency of the institutions that

directly or indirectly participate in the implementation process. A proper

evaluation should be able to establish whether these institutions have been

able'to successfully meet the organizational requirements of development

planning, and also whether they successfully carried on the initial impulses

of development. In practice the following questions arise, e.g.: whether

an institution was provided with dynamic people and sufficient financial

resources, and the results obtained; whether.the schools, roads and canals

built, voluntarily by the villagers and taken over by the village authorities

are properly maintained. Experience in developing countries has shown that

it is not sufficient to establish development projects if not simultaneous

follow-up is ensured. Many times good projects have failed after successful

beginnings because of the lack of follow-up measures. These measures

should by no means be disregarded for being 'only' organizational, since.
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all too often development projects failed because of the insufficient

attendance given to organizational matters. Such failures have led not

only to the misallocation of capital and human investment, but also - and

tnia is m°re aggravating - discouraged the people to tackle such projects

again.


